Pedagogical Institute Day
On October 5, 2018, Borys Grinchenko Kyiv University celebrated the
Pedagogical Institute Day. And it is no coincidence that on the eve of the
professional holiday of education workers, students and faculty of the Institute
greeted the guests! It is in the Pedagogical Institute where future preschool
teachers, primary school teachers, new school teachers, and teacher educators get
their education! The features of student life were shown with bright, artistic,
humorous morning flashmob "WE are Pedagogical Institute." The celebration
program was extremely intensive. Students managed to go on the English tour
"Students' Life Hacks", charity event "Heart to Heart", coaching session "The
Formula for Success", participate in the quest for students "The Planet PI".
Particular interest was evoked by the quest for teachers "Legends of Pedagogical".
Students enthusiastically watched the faculty, focused on doing tasks with fun!
Open air picnic "Pedagogue is a trend" was held in a cozy atmosphere in the
courtyard, but defile of pedagogical fashion has created a great mood of
participation in the fancy dress party! Driving music and charismatic presenter
accompanied each appearance on the red carpet. The audience met Mary Poppins,
Malvina, Frecken Bok, McPhee, Professor McGonagall, the teacher of Petrik
Pyatochkin as the literary embodiment of the image of the teacher.
In the end, 10 lots were presented at a Charity auction "Let's Help Children".
In fierce bidding, the happy owners of truly unique hand-made items helped to
raise more than 6 thousand UAH for children of Darnytsa orphanage in Kyiv.
In her speech, Olga Kotenko, director of Pedagogical Institute, congratulated
all participants of the festival, suggested to establish a new tradition to celebrate
Pedagogical Institute Day on the eve of the professional holiday of all educators.
The suggestion was supported by a round of applause. The final of the celebration
was a birthday cake, gladly eaten by guests.
Congratulations to all colleagues on the Day of educational staff!!!
EVERYTHING WILL BE GRINCHENKO!!!

